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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Windsor Locks Passenger Station property consists of a oneand-a-half story brick building and its adjacent platforms. The sharply
pitched roof is covered with fish-scale slate shingles and has three
pairs of dormers which meet at the roof line. The building contains
within its basically rectangular (82* x 25') plan a large waiting area
with service rooms at both ends. An interesting link between interior
and exterior space was created by the use of protruding octagonal
ticket and telagraph offices. These were set in the walls so that
access could be had equally from the platforms or the waiting room*
The functionalism of the design is also reflected in the steep
gable roof which is extended to shelter the platforms. The resulting
overhang is supported by large wooden struts which extend out from the
side walls. This articulation of structure is repeated in the roof
bracing exposed on the gable ends and again in the small brackets which
support the dormer roofs. Complementing the straightforward wood
framing are scroll-cut wood panels of geometric motif which are set
into the end bracings.
The physical condition of the station is sound, although neglect
is evident in broken windows, missing shingles, a damaged roof bracket,
and some decay in other exterior woodwork. Alterations to the property
have been minimal: an entrance on the south end has been bricked up
and the platform area has been paved. Despite the years, the interior
is well preserved, especially the waiting room, which retains its
original wainscoting and much of its other woodwork, hardware and
furnishings.
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Public Acquisition: The Windsor Locks Redevelopment Agency recently
voted to acquire the station with tentative plans
for its demolition.
Status:

The building is used by the railroad*s signal department; they
have a workshop in one small corner of the structure. The
platform is used by passengers awaiting trains. Restoration
has been limited to some repainting being done by the railroad,
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Windsor Locks Passenger Station is architecturally and
historically significant because it is an excellent example of the many
small-town railroad stations built in America during the latter half of
the 19th century. Its importance is highlighted by its aesthetic unity,
physical condition and present position in the Amtrak system* Since
there are twelve trains a day through the station, an unusual degree
of public accessability is maintained, and the building is experienced
in its original context.
The basic architectural theme is one of utilitarian simplicity.
The placing of the ticket offices, the use of a steep roof to shelter
the boarding area, and the heavy struts all show a concern for the
union of form and function. The idea of structural honesty is carried
through with the roof bracing at the ends. The simple wainscot and
plaster interior complements the plain external surfaces. Finally,
a modest degree of elaboration - the end moldings and dormers - avoids
starkness yet is entirely appropriate to the scale and workaday purpose
of the building.
Historically, the railroad had a major impact on small-town life.
Not only did it provide communication and opportunities for personal
mobility, but it also encouraged economic growth. For many people it
symbolized progress, prosperity and the benefits of technology. Depots
were the centers of rail activity, yet comparatively few remain to
recall the importance of the railroad in nineteenth-century America.
The Windsor Locks station is a representative artifact of this era,
typical in both its modest design and the role it played in the town.
For Windsor Locks, the railroad was even more significant because
the town historically has always been dependent upon transportation. In
1829 a canal was built to circumvent falls in the Connecticut River and
Windsor Locks grew around this facility.
Beginning in 1844, the
railroad replaced the canal, but continued to sustain the economic
growth of the town. Rail traffic steadily increased, and in 1875 the
present station was built to more adequately accomodate travelers on
the Hartford-Springfield line. Up until World War II the station served
a steady flow of passengers. Today, Windsor Locks continues in the
transportation business as the home of Bradley International Airport.

MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
"Agency Pushes Plans to Buy, Destroy Vintage Railroad Station,"
Vernon, Connecticut Journal-Inquirer. June 11, 1975, 4.
"N.Y. N.H. & H. RR Passenger Station," mimeo, Windsor Locks Historical
Society, n.d.
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The Windsor Locks Passenger Station is a reminder of an important
part of America's past. The architectural integrity of the design, its
public visability, its freedom from serious structural problems, its
relatively unaltered-condition, and its local significance combine to
make this particular station a notable historic building.
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